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Burton-Taylor research and 
consulting services are used by more 

than 100 clients around the world.      

B-T benchmark studies deliver proprietary  
data and insight to a broad range of financial market data 

vendors, private equity firms, broker dealers, exchanges and 
emerging fintech firms, all relying on our analysis  

to support internal and external strategies.  B-T is recognized  
as one of the preeminent provider of research illuminating the 

Financial Market Data/Analysis industry, Media Intelligence and Public 
Relations Information/Software providers and Global Exchanges.  

Our data and analysis is frequently quoted in major financial media 
publications around the world.    

Markets, environments, economics and 
competitive dynamics change in real-time.    

Burton-Taylor is continually evolving to meet these 

demands by using our deep expertise and extensive 

industry network to expand both the range and the 

frequency of our research services.  

Our research and advisory services cover a broad 

range of critical industry segments including market 

data, media intelligence and global exchanges.  

Drawing upon the deep knowledge of our analyst 

team, B-T can effectively become an extension 

of your in-house research capabilities, providing 

expertise at a fraction of the cost of adding internal 

staff or resources.  
www.burton-taylor.com 

Burton-Taylor is a global leader in analysis of the Financial Market 
Data/Analysis market, Media Intelligence and PR Information/
Software market and the Global Exchange industry.  We publish 
a broad range of research reports recognized as critical benchmarks, 
highlighting unique growth opportunities, unexpected demand dynamics  
and insightful competitor intelligence.  Our experienced analyst team helps  
B-T clients navigate the landscape of the increasingly complex financial industry  
by providing actionable data and advice to help define strategies that help ensure  
future success.

Find out more ...

To see our full range of research and advisory services please visit burton-taylor.com,  
call us on +1 646 201-4152 or email info@burton-taylor.com

Data. 
Analysis. 
Insight.
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Proprietary Burton-Taylor Hourglass AnalysisTM  

Fancy name, simple process, insightful results.

The proprietary Burton-Taylor Hourglass AnalysisTM provides 
a structured, yet customizable consulting approach that 
helps companies dramatically improve three critical business 
disciplines: Market Intelligence, Strategic Planning and 
Revenue Generation.  B-T Hourglass AnalysisTM creates 
an incredibly detailed set of market, competitor and user 
needs for your industry, which forms the foundation of your 
individual growth strategy.

Finding New Customers

Finding new opportunities offering high returns and low 
underlying risk is never easy.  Burton-Taylor excels at  
enabling companies to target new opportunities.  B-T uses 
both top-down and bottom-up approaches to sizing the  
global market for a firm’s products and services.  Our analysis 
drills deeply into the industry trends and competitor dynamics 
which allows clients to identify market opportunity.  

Shaping New Strategy

Charting how, when and where to invest to generate  
maximum value and capitalize on the most profitable  
options, is like navigating a maze.  B-T helps companies  
map clear path(s) to potential growth.  Our analysis includes  
an examination of the competitive landscape, identifying 
leaders and laggards within specific product segments and 
disciplines.  We also analyze user demands, highlighting 
key deficiencies in existing product offerings and targeting 
important requirements that may not being provided by 
incumbent firms.

Generating New Revenue

Crafting compelling messages and defining actions that 
result in shorter sales cycles can be a challenge.  B-T is skilled 
in helping companies build plans that quickly and profitably 
capture new revenue.  We help firms define specific tactics 
to potentially generate  high revenues within  a short period, 
clarifying your unique value proposition to prospects and 
reinforcing your messaging to the marketplace.

www.burton-taylor.com 

Find out more ...

To see our full range of research and advisory services please visit burton-taylor.com,  
call us on +1 646 201-4152 or email info@burton-taylor.com

Research Supported by Benchmark Studies

The Burton-Taylor Exchange research practice builds upon 
annual benchmark studies which analyze each of the major 
Exchange holding companies, identifying business trends  
and exploring their business strategies to understand how  
the industry is evolving.  

The flagship annual study is supported by a continual series  
of updates examining business shifts and their resulting  
impact on the global industry.  The perpetual research  
calendar also includes analysis of key transactions, as well 
as M&A activity that reshapes the market.  Each B-T report 
delivers deep insight into the critical trends potentially 
impacting participants and provides perspective for how  
these trends may drive future events.

Comprehensive Insight

Exchange Research Service clients enjoy a detailed and 
continually updating view of important global and regional 
exchanges, including global revenue share, regional revenue 
distribution, estimated revenue by business segment, and  
both future and historical performance estimates.  

The data, analysis and reporting are authored by a Burton-
Taylor analyst team made up of specialists in financial market 
research who bring significant industry experience and a deep 
understanding of how the global exchange market is impacted 
by changing competitive conditions, investor demand and 
national or regional regulatory mandates.

www.burton-taylor.com 

Burton-Taylor Advisory Services

Burton-Taylor provides custom advisory services which deliver to clients critical market intelligence that may equip them to stay ahead of 
their competition.  Our deep relationships within the market data, exchange and media intelligence communities provide us with valuable 
insight into evolving trends, often enabling our clients to react more quickly than their competitors.  We combine our internal expertise 
with a vast network of industry experts to deliver research that meets the unique needs of our clients.  By leveraging the proprietary 
Burton-Taylor Hourglass AnalysisTM process, B-T clients potentially benefit from an efficient way to shorten the distance between their 
company and their greatest opportunities. 

To see our full range of research and advisory services please visit burton-taylor.com,  
call us on +1 646 201-4152 or email info@burton-taylor.com

Annual Calendar

Subject to change in line with market developments 

            Report name    Date

Exchange Global Share and Segment Sizing  
(Annual Benchmark Study)

March

Climbing the Charts - Exchange Industry League Tables January

Exchanges to Watch January

Exchange Market Data Strategies March

Index Global Share & Segment Sizing April

Revenue, Segment & Regional Growth Expectations July

Industry Volume Update September

Exchange Global Share & Segment Sizing -  
Mid-year Update

September

Exchange Global Share & Segment Sizing -  
Three-year Forecast

October

Exchange Global Share & Segment Sizing -  
US Listed Option Exchanges

December

Individual Exchange Company Profiles Ad Hoc

Tipping Point Brief Ad Hoc

Special Reports Ad Hoc
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Burton-Taylor  
Advisory Services

By leveraging the proprietary Burton-Taylor 
Hourglass AnalysisTM process, our clients 
benefit from the most efficient way to 
shorten the distance between their  
company and their greatest opportunities. 

Burton-Taylor provides custom 
advisory services which deliver to 
clients critical market intelligence 
that equips them to stay ahead of 
their competition.   
Our deep relationships within the market data, exchange 
and media intelligence communities provide us with insight 
into evolving trends, often enabling our clients to react more 
quickly than their competitors.  We combine our internal 
expertise with a vast network of industry experts to deliver 
research that meets the unique needs of our clients.   
By leveraging the proprietary Burton-Taylor Hourglass 
AnalysisTM process, our clients benefit from the most  
efficient way to shorten the distance between their  
company and their greatest opportunities. 

Our clients include market data vendors, exchanges, credit 
agencies, investment banks, private equity firms and media 
companies whose projects comprise meaningful due diligence, 
differentiating product definition, strategic pricing and 
competitor strategies, and inventive go-to-market strategies.

Who is winning the race  
to succeed in the global  
Exchange Industry?
Burton-Taylor’s unique insight into the Exchange Industry is a 
critical resource for firms active in the global financial market.   
With annual global revenue approaching $30 billion, the 
Exchange Industry has simply become too big to ignore.

Burton-Taylor delivers a comprehensive analysis of the 
Exchange Industry’s current and historical trends, covering 
business lines, market share and demand segmentation 
globally and regionally.  The Burton-Taylor Exchange Research 
Service offers access to unique reports covering a broad range 
of industry topics and provides meaningful insight into issues 
of importance to the exchanges, brokerage firms, investors and 
vendors serving this rapidly evolving financial industry.

Exchange Research

With annual global revenue approaching 
$30 billion, the Exchange Industry has 
simply become too big to ignore.
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Research Supported by Benchmark Studies

The Burton-Taylor Financial Market Data/Analysis research 
practice builds upon industry-leading annual benchmark 
studies which analyze each of the major Market Data vendors 
companies, identifying business trends and exploring their 
business strategies to illustrate how the industry is evolving.  
The flagship annual study is supported by a series of updates, 
examining business shifts and their resulting impact on the 
industry globally and regionally.  The perpetual research 
calendar also includes analysis of key transactions, including 
M&A activity that reshapes the market.  Each B-T report 
delivers [deep] insight into the [critical] trends potentially 
impacting participants and provides perspective for how  
these trends  may drive future events.

Comprehensive Insight

Financial Market Data/Analysis Research Service clients 
enjoy a detailed and continually updating view of important 
global and regional market data or news providers, including 
global revenue share, regional revenue distribution, estimated 
revenue by product type, estimated demand by user type, and 
both future and historical performance estimates.   The data, 
analysis and reporting are authored by a Burton-Taylor analyst 
team made up of specialists in financial market research who 
bring significant industry experience and a deep understanding 
of how the global market data and news industry is impacted 
by changing competitive dynamics, economic conditions, and 
national or regional regulatory mandates.

Annual Calendar

Subject to change in line with market developments 

            Report name    Date

Financial Market Data/Analysis Global Share  
& Segment Sizing (Annual Benchmark Study)

March

Financial Market Data/Analysis - Chronicle January

Companies to Watch January

Climbing the Charts January

Revenue, Segment & Regional Growth Expectations June

Seeing the Future June

Financial Market Data/Analysis Global Share  
& Segment Sizing - Decade

August

Financial Market Data/Analysis Global Share  
& Segment Sizing - Three-year Forecast

September

Financial Market Data/Analysis Global Share  
& Segment Sizing - Mid-year Update

October

AML/KYC Data/Analysis Global Share &  
Segment Sizing

October

Financial Market Data/Analysis Individual  
Segment Deep Dive

December

Individual Financial Market Data/Analysis  
Company Profiles

Ad Hoc

Individual Financial Market Data/Analysis Company 
Product Reviews

Ad Hoc

Tipping Point Brief Ad Hoc

Special Reports Ad Hoc

www.burton-taylor.com 

Burton-Taylor Advisory Services

Burton-Taylor provides custom advisory services which deliver to clients critical market intelligence that may equip them to stay ahead of 
their competition.  Our deep relationships within the market data, exchange and media intelligence communities provide us with valuable 
insight into evolving trends, often enabling our clients to react more quickly than their competitors.  We combine our internal expertise 
with a vast network of industry experts to deliver research that meets the unique needs of our clients.  By leveraging the proprietary 
Burton-Taylor Hourglass AnalysisTM process, B-T clients potentially benefit from an efficient way to shorten the distance between their 
company and their greatest opportunities. 

To see our full range of research and advisory services please visit burton-taylor.com,  
call us on +1 646 201-4152 or email info@burton-taylor.com

Research Supported by Benchmark Studies

The Burton-Taylor Media Intelligence and PR research practice 
builds upon annual benchmark studies which analyze each of the 
major contact management, media analysis, media monitoring, 
press release distribution and social media suppliers, exploring 
their strategies and magnifying business trends to identify 
where and how the industry is evolving.  The flagship annual 
study is supported by a continuous series of updates, examining 
business shifts and their resulting impact on the global industry.  
The perpetual research calendar also includes analysis of key 
transactions, including the M&A activity that is reshaping the 
market.  Each B-T report delivers deep insight into the [critical ]
trends impacting participants and provides perspective for how 
these trends will drive future events.

Comprehensive Insight

Media Intelligence and PR Research Service clients enjoy 
a detailed and continually updating view important global 
and regional market players, including global revenue share, 
regional revenue distribution, estimated revenue by business 
segment, and both future and historical market estimates.    
The data, analysis and reporting are authored by a  
Burton-Taylor analyst team made up of specialists in 
information industry market research who bring significant 
industry experience and a deep understanding of how the 
global Media Intelligence and PR market is impacted by 
changing competitive conditions, investor demand, and 
communication tools.

Annual Calendar

Subject to change in line with market developments 

            Report name     Date

Media Intelligence/PR Software & Information 
[Region] - Share & Segment Sizing  
(Annual Benchmark Study)

April

Media Intelligence/PR Software & Information - 
Chronicle

January

Companies to Watch February

Media Intelligence/PR Software & Information - 
Buyer’s Guide Product Comparison 

July

Media Intelligence/PR Software & Information - 
Regional Market Analysis 

September

Media Intelligence/PR Software & Information -  
User/Buyer Survey

October

Media Intelligence/PR Software & Information -  
Three-year Forecast

November

Climbing the Charts December

Individual Media Intelligence/PR Software & 
Information Company Profiles

Ad hoc

Tipping Point Brief Ad hoc

Special Reports Ad hoc

www.burton-taylor.com 

Burton-Taylor Advisory Services

Burton-Taylor provides custom advisory services which deliver to clients critical market intelligence that may equip them to stay ahead of 
their competition.  Our deep relationships within the market data, exchange and media intelligence communities provide us with valuable 
insight into evolving trends, often enabling our clients to react more quickly than their competitors.  We combine our internal expertise 
with a vast network of industry experts to deliver research that meets the unique needs of our clients.  By leveraging the proprietary 
Burton-Taylor Hourglass AnalysisTM process, B-T clients potentially benefit from an efficient way to shorten the distance between their 
company and their greatest opportunities. 

To see our full range of research and advisory services please visit burton-taylor.com,  
call us on +1 646 201-4152 or email info@burton-taylor.com
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Financial Market  
Data/Analysis 
Research

Burton-Taylor is the recognized “Voice of 
the Industry” in the complex financial market 
data/analysis space, informing the critical 
decision-making of industry investors, 
advisors, consumers and suppliers.  

Which data vendors are gaining 
share and how is user demand 
driving change in the global 
Financial Market Data Industry?
Burton-Taylor is the recognized “Voice of the Industry” in 
the complex financial market data/analysis space, informing 
the critical decision-making of industry investors, advisors, 
consumers and suppliers.  As regulatory demands and user 
requirements continue to evolve, unique insight into this 
changing industry is more important than ever before. 

Burton-Taylor delivers a comprehensive analysis of 
market data supplier share, demand segmentation, vendor 
demographics, product segmentation, user segmentation 
and institutional buyer segmentation globally and regionally.  
The Burton-Taylor Financial Market Data/Analysis Research 
Service offers access to unique reports covering a broad 
range of industry topics and delivers [meaningful] insight into 
issues of importance to market data or news vendors, financial 
industry investors and suppliers serving the financial industry.

Media Intelligence  
and PR Information/
Software Research

Burton-Taylor is the recognized industry 
benchmark in the rapidly changing media 
intelligence and public relations information/
software space.

How is the changing supplier 
landscape affecting services 
for corporate communications 
professionals, and which 
companies are benefiting?
Burton-Taylor is the recognized industry benchmark in the 
rapidly changing media intelligence and public relations 
information/software space, driving the critical decision-
making of industry investors, suppliers and advisors.  As 
growth in social media continues and new providers enter the 
market and existing suppliers merge, distinctive insight into 
this evolving industry is essential to remain competitive. 

Burton-Taylor delivers a comprehensive analysis of the Media 
Intelligence and Public Relations Information/Software 
industry’s current and historical trends, capturing changes 
in business lines, ownership, market share and demand 
segmentation globally and regionally.  The Burton-Taylor 
Media Intelligence and PR Information/Software Research 
Service offers continual access to proprietary reports 
illuminating a wide range of topics and providing unique 
perspective into issues of importance to the analysts, investors 
and vendors serving the corporate communications industry.


